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In the Republican debate on News Nation December 7, 2023, Vivek Ramaswamy promised to repeal

Reagan-era legislation that makes the vaccine industry liability-free if someone’s injured from a

vaccine. “People who have been harmed by those vaccines deserve accountability,” he said.

He added, “I think one of the top lessons we learned from that COVID pandemic is that free speech

in this country is most important in those alleged times of emergency. If we had been allowed to

openly debate the merits of those vaccines they would have been never mandated in the way that

they were.”

He had other things to say, too, but no one saw or heard that part of Ramaswamy’s comments

unless they listened to News Nation’s full recording on YouTube later, beginning at the 1:30:06

mark, when host Megyn Kelly asks him about Operation Warp Speed.

At that point, in the live version, the debate screen and sound are blacked out for eight minutes

with, `rst, a dead screen and then `ve straight minutes of commercials, before returning to the `nal

question of the debate.

The black-out caused an internet stir with comments on Twitter/X as well as in Newsweek, which

referenced it as stirring up Republican “conspiracy theories” in its headline on the missing footage.

Rumble, which aired the debate for News Nation, denied blacking out the comments, saying a third

party actually did it. “The stream on our end did not go down at all, but the feed coming in (the

source feed from a 3rd party) failed for a few minutes when sending to us,” Rumble CEO Chris

Pavlovski wrote. “This is a different source that the TV channels got and we are unsure why the

source to Rumble went dark for a few minutes."

 

SOURCES:

DD Denslow Twitter/X December 9, 2023

Newsweek December 7, 2023
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More political theater! Why is that Tricky Nikki even up on that stage? She's obviously in bed with the big money! She worked for Boeing.
Boeing is a Defense Contractor! The oligarchs have already given her eight million dollars...they OWN her!
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ACV9461
Joined On 12/5/2021 11:06:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE TROUBLE IS THAT SOMEONE ELSE NEEDING TO DO SOMETHING WHEN WE ALL NEED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE SITUATION
OTHERWISE WE LOSE THEY WIN.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/14/2023 2:18:29 PM
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is really scary. They must have known that news nation was recording but not broadcasting at that time and there would be proof of
what happened and what was said. They are not even afaid of being found out for this kind of manipulation -why- because they feel so
absolutely in control they can shut down dissenting voices with minimal effort and the sheeples are trained to clap like seals on demand.
We are in a period of massive change. I am old enough to get out relatively unscathed - but my children and grandchildren will be
subjected to a fascist regime that has not been know in recorded history. I believe all thing fall eventually, and I have hope society will
rebuild itself but it may take many many generations.
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We're lucky to have lived in the good times, aren't we.
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And YouTube hasn't banned it yet?!?! What happened to them - did they take the shot and get damaged?!?!:) But why do they ban
anything? ): The claim of the [anti]social media companies is that Freedom of Speech applies only to government. However, are their
actions in the SPIRIT of Democracy?! Granted, it can get complicated - such as when it comes to to those promoting Nazism etc. - what
should be banned; the line must be drawn somewhere, especially when they promote violence. (Such as:
jewishchronicle.timeso`srael.com/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooter-threatened-jews-on-gab-com-witnesses-reveal ) But when it comes to
something that is extremely controversial and has major, leading doctors against it (Dr. Peter McCullough, Susan Humphries, inventor of
mRNA, Ryan Cole, Joseph Mercola!:) etc. etc.), how can they black it out - based on what?!
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The co-developer on the mRNA platform, is Dr. Robert Malone.
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With so many smartphones it seems likely there is a recording of the missing minutes out there. Someone may come forth with
the missing minutes.
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There is a reason WHY the greatest crime perpetrated in the history of time upon humanity is being covered up at every turn and a reason
WHY not one person responsible for orchestrating the entire pre-planning and execution of the entire plandemic are not remotely being
held accountable.
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NO body mentions the "Corruption" and the NON-Accountability
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They are so blatant when they try to deceive us these days. The Republicans AND the Democrats are all in the pocket of big pharma.
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Joined On 10/1/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not ALL of Congress on both sides of the aisle are in Big Pharma's pocket but the majority are. There are a few hold outs on both
sides that are not compromised.
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The `lrh is in the media , in the advertisers and in the government.....and in both parties too.
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Why does this type of thing not surprise me anymore? The Newsweek piece on this story was total BS and `lled with lies about the
Co-Vid shots. And nobody knows who did this...right? This country is in trouble and sooner rather than later someone needs to wake up
and do something about this.
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Notice how Vivek avoids answering about CBDCs unlike DeSantis who promised to ban any possibility. The REAL Vivek RamaSWAMPY
"All that glitters is not gold". Is Vivek just another WEF-puppetician in politics?
scienti`cprogress.substack.com/.../the-real-vivek-ramaswampy
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